Simplify your testing day with our Humanetics UFO Control Notebook. Thanks to a robust and waterproof design, it can be used outside in all weather conditions. The resilient case offers far more protection from damages than a regular laptop; however, despite its rugged design, the UFO Control Notebook is slim, light and easily transportable. It even features an integrated handle for carrying onto the proving ground.

The Humanetics UFO Control Notebook is the perfect addition to your active safety testing routine, as it has been engineered specifically for outdoor use with an extra-bright screen for added visibility and a damage-proof exterior case. The diagram below illustrates how the Notebook easily fits into the UFO setup along with the other equipment.

All-New Design

- **Increased screen luminosity** helps you to see your test setup clearly - even on bright, sunny days
- **Increased CPU performance** boosts your speed and productivity to ensure a smooth test execution
- **Enhanced touchscreen** simplifies use by allowing you to open and run programs without a mouse
- **Longer-lasting, removeable battery** with optional second battery to see you through the entire day

If you’re interested and would like additional information about the Humanetics UFO Control Notebook, please contact your local sales representative or email the team at sales.austria@humaneticsatd.com.